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MAY DAY still the nAV

May Day was the international day of the workers
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The History
of the Ballarat Trades Hall
and Street Verses

Geoff Blunden, subject not chosen.
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as secretary of the Ballarat T H C \nd"i
section of the Depression book in progress intendrr

Labor 74. Beau Williams
5° writing the Ballarat

new generation of university trained union off^n4«f

Blunden is one of the

Hugh Anderson is author of a number of books (sL Lgr2 r"e\^
Amalgamated Postal Workers Union-Federal).
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Illustrated with Slides.
* newspaper illustrator and as an illustrator
at 61 Hardware Street, City, at 7.45 p.m. * on "Wild Life". She was invited to work for
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DR. H. F. SAFFIN

The first volume of Dr. Saffin's History of the Victorian Working Man will soon appear.
This volume will cover the period 1855 - 1866 and comprises 600 pages of text, 980 pages
of documents and 48 pages of illustrations. Another 4 volumes will follow at 9 monthly
intervaj-s, completing the project in December 1976.

The whole work comprises the most ambitious and important study of the workers of this
btate and surpasses any other work hiterto attempted in any State. Dr. Baffin is a long
standing member of the Society and all members will congratulate him on his endeavours
and achievements.
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HUGH ANDERSON

^

^

^

—

PWllfic^writer-and has Recently produced a Hill of Content archive on Papua
a facsimile book, 'No Guns for Missionaries", and a book written by Hugh Anderson himself.
„
? ® follow
up on aispreviously
produced These
archivemust
on be
theadepression.
The Papuaandand
Lew „
Guinea
cover design
by Vane Lindsay.
delight to students

and New Guinea; 1828 - 1940. In the folder are 14 items. Maps, engravings broadsheet?,

stimulate study of the subject.

^REQUEST FROM HUGH ANDERSCN - presently engaged on a work on the Literary history of
Melbourne 1890's to 1950's. Hugh would like people who have had some connection with
writers and poets to contact him - writers such as Ted Brady, Frank Wilraott, Louis Esson,
the Palmers, Bernard 0 Dowd, J. K. McDougall, Ame Purdue (Bill Carroll) and similar,
readers with information can contact him at 37.3629.

j.4£^j^SE._CQNNECTI0N

» SACCO Ai-ID VA>'?.ETTI

Tom Audley received a letter from Taijiro

'Those who recalTthis frame up, and legal

Ichikawa saying that he had almost finished 'murder, will be interested to know that

his manuscript on "Henry George In Australia'".Vincent Teresa the mafia leader, ^o wrote
Tom had given some assistance and Ichikawa

'a book "My Life in the Mafia" states on

is offering to send a copy. He also thanks 'pages 45 and 46 that the real perpetrator

-om for sending a photo-copy of Prof. Henry A?'of the crime was one Butscy.
Mayer's Wotk on "Marx and Engels in
'
_
Australia", which is now out of print.

Visitor for Tom was Ann Lapthorne. She

************

formed the Ingersoll Hall of ,the Rational-

ists in Sydney. She used to speak on the
Domain as a rationalist.
bfJRIEL HEAGNEY

. t .^^GTOING Mb-M^gRY
tReports of his death at Canberra, recall
!'^hat he was one of the Victorian Socialist
tParty's prominent singers. Then knowii
t simply as Joe Mummery, he \7ent on to world

,fame as Browing Mummery.

::

Members are reminded of Muriel Heagney's

a ®

\

address for the sending of a card at Easter.
It is Farnham Court, 9 St. Leonard's Avenue

St. Kilda 3182, This place is easy to
r^ir—
wctv...! caiijua a

•. wuujlu -

''' <
another birthday oh the 22nci

' April. His address is 4 Eyre Court, Lower

..
.
iu, oiaer,
outz|
- * T omn
'1 o e oT,yo^ •— '•

if not desiring to visit, Muriel's work

could be appreciated by" the sending of a
A,,■

BALLAPJg. Beau Williams has carefully

.

,

.

.»

************

,'"LTSEl'IPLOYED STRUGGLES" 1919 - 36, by Wal
j HallingtOh. This is a reprint of a book

'

issued in 1936 and is about the

preserved two of the fine old trade union' ■ i ^TiVish struggles. Price $10.65.

banners of the past. Possibly they will end { i^.'^s'^n^bional Bookshop.
on dxh,pj.u._y at the Ballarat Historical
Society Exhibition.

•

*•***■*■*******

JOHN ARROWSI'nTH has been asked to bring the

' pamphlet he wrote with George Zangalis on

' the Holden up to date for incorporation in

^
r

' a work on the American Connection.
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MBOR DA1£ PINKER SPEECH

SECREOIARY K.C.STONE

'THE DAI WE CELEBRATE'

^

Mr*_PEesi-denlfc, Member's of Parliamwnit,, DiaitiiigTiiialie.d Guesit®,
Ladies and Genlileinen,

'It was a burning hot day, and I thought the occasion a good
one. So I called upon the men to follow, to which they immediately
consented, I marched them to a new building then being erected in
Madeline Street, thence- to Temple Court, and on to Parliament House,
the men at all these works immediately dropping their tools and
opining the procession.' Such was the first 'demonstration»'
.
last ApriL 21 arrived - the day eight hours would start.
Early in the morning, nearly 800 craftsmen thronged to the Melbourne
University then being built. They formed a procession, with the
masons in the place of honor and Thomas Glaiater, a Qiason, as
marshal. And they marched through the cheering city: and Linacre,
(The Contractor) marched with them.

Next day the Herald reported:

'Thanks to the moderation

'^o^'fe'^^cdiors, and perhaps the exigencies of the Government, the
E:^ht Hours system has achieved a momentary triumph,., We do
sincerely hope that, now the working classes have achieved their

object,, they will not delude themselves with the idea -that they can

long retain it, unless they can confine the knowledge of their
circumstances to themselves, or shut out the rest of the world from,
access to these shores.'

Although that was 118 years ago the significance of the

occasion can never be underscored. Simply stated, it meant that
James Stevens and his eight hour r-ommittee had won for the Building
Workers of Melbourne the first eight ho-ur working day anywhere in
the world. Is it, any wonder then that this day above all others
means so much to Victorian Trade Unionists,

In paying tribute to James Stevens and his feliow pioneers
whose names are still proudly displayed on our Trades HalL walls,
we remember also their foresight in the formation of our Council,

and the structure and procedures they left for our guidance. True

it is to say that the 'standing orders' for the conduct of meetings
laid down by our pioneers are still to this day fallowed by many
organizations throughout our community.

The past Secretaries of our Council too are deserving of
special mention - many of them became legends in their own life:—

time becai^e of their outstanding qualities. And above all, their
contribution to the cause of the working class.
In almost a century — from 1883 to 1974 ~ there have been

only 13 Secretaries of our Council and one has only to mention some
of their names to demonstrate the point I made about legends.
W,E, Murphy, James Munn, Ted Holloway, Maurie Duffy, Vic
Stout, Mick Jordan and of coucse, the man who served -the period
from 1933 to 1938 ( and how thrilled we are to have btrn and Eranki

with us tonight) - Albert Monk, Names in themselves, of course,
mean little, — it is the philosophies and the actions of. the name®
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■ftiiiaifc we. really rcmemliGr. Our history hoolcs are full of the achLevements of our movement under the leadership of these men, hut every
one of them would tell you that all our major reforms were hard won
and contain.e.d large doses of that wonderful ingredient 'working class
solidarity,' It seems to me that 'lahor Day' is a fitting occasion
to remind oiurselvcs of the benefits we derive from the practice of
this simple but so fundamental philosophy.
Nor can I let labor Day 1974 pass without a reference to the
current situation of the Victorian Trades Hall Council,

It is an

unfortunate historical fact that the speakers at this function over
recent years found it necessary to appeal for unity within our ranks

and for all concerned to heal the rift that existed for nigh on
six years.

It would be the understatement of the year, and yet I just

cannot find the right words to tell you how thrilled, happy and yes,
proud, I am to stand before you tonight as Secretary of the Council
and record the fact that the overwhelming number of those organiz- .
ationa with whom we were in disagreement are now again occupying
IfcCrtr-Seats on the Council, That they# are. livelier debates and a
wider expression of views is undeniable and this, together with the
fact that we are attracting new affiliates, is of great satisfaction
and augurs well for the Council's future.

No one person has been responsible for this achievement — it
was a true tea.m effort and I take this opportunity to thank and

congratulate everyone (and I do mean everyone) who made it
possible.,
I have mentioned the pioneers and those who followed them,

their sacrifices and their spectacular achievements, and one is led
to the. inevitable conclusion that many of the past 'lights on the
hili' are today taken for granted,,. .But what of the future?

One has only to.look at our current areas of involvement tO'

realize the enormity of the tasks ahead - and the shift in emphasis.
Side by side with our traditional industrial, or bread and butter
issues, we now find our Trade Union representatives on cotimittees
dealing with Conservation, Development, Decentralization,
Pollution, Consumer Protection, Drufe Abuse, Education at all levels
and Safety, or should I say, accident prevention both on and oif
the job,
Wc are attempting now not just to increase the. amount of
take home pay but to ensure that it purchases more goods by the
establishment of our own stores (I refer of course to Bourke'a —

A,C,T..U, Store),

Similarly, we strive to obtain more leisure time. ,

and in order that oxxr members may use that time more profitably,

;

we. are. providing reduced travel and accommodation through another
of our enterprises, the. A.C.T.U, New World Travel, Most of this.ne.wGr emphasis about which I speak, goes to the quality of life

area about which we hear so much today.

This is further exemplified

when one remembers, that as recently as Thursday evening last,
we called for nominations for three new Special Committees Cultural Activities, Trade Union Education, and Penal Reform and
Prison Industries, We are also ciirrently involved in investigations
concerning Plcxible Working Hours, attempts to humanize; work, and
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liiaw "tto iriTolve tlite woirkei! in the area of deoisi.on making.
One could go on, hulE I think tha1t is sufficient; to proTe,
that we continue to discover new lights on new hills, I romernhex
^g11 the occasion when the late Vie Stout was angrily asked: 'Aren't
you and your Unions ever satisfied?' To which Vic in tvpi^cal
fashion replied: 'Brother, when you're satisfied, you're, deadj'
Surely there is nothing incongruous about this statement -

true it may surprise or even shock a few at first hearing — but what
is research, technological change and scientific endeavour ali about

if it is not related to improving the living standards of the people.
1?:. 4^ not reasonable to expect, that man having the intellect and
the technical competence to land himself a quarter of a million milee
away on the Moon with pin-point precision and accuracy, could not
also apply himself with the same diligence to the task of eradicating
hunger, disease and the other inhuman inequalities that currently
exist throughout the world. Unfortunately, we do not have to delve
into the history books for these examples — true history is studded
with them. - but in this year of 1974, there is an abundance of

evidence for those who wish to acknowledge it, and it is not confined
to under-developed countries but also to developing or so called
developed nations. It seems to me that many of our so-called

civilized nations still behave in a most uncivilized way to large
sections of their own population and towards the people of other
lands. Classic examples of Robbie Burns oft quoted line: 'Man's,
inhumanity to Man,' Genuine technical aid and technical assistance
is but one tool we have at our disposal to help those less fortunate
than ourselves; but too often in the past it has just been a nice
set of words, to describe what we know to be exploitation. We would
do well to remember the famous International Labor Organization

proverb: 'Poverty anywhere in the world is a threat to. Prosperity
everywhere in the world,'

Many of our Trade. Union colleagues overseas cannot imderstand

our approach to Politics, They think, it is bad philosophy 't® put
all your political eggs in one basket,' To be fair to our critics,
most of them do not realize that the political machine known as the
Australian Labor Party was created by the Trade Unions to ovenccome

the, injustices being perpetrated by the Legislature, It is, hot
just in name, but in fact, the Political or, if you. prefer, the
Legislative arm. of the organis:e.d Trade Union Movement of Australia,
Little wonder then that we, can boast that within 15 months of.

assuming office, the Australian Government as the largest single
employer is now the pacd.—setter in wages and working conditions.
It was an election promise - it has been fulfilled - and it is the

answer complete to anyone with lingering doubts about having all
your eggs in the one basket,

I know that you, Mr, President, will be referring to these
matters in greater length.

In conclusion Sir, let me say this, within the brevity of
these remarks I have tried to show the role that the workers of

Victoria have played through their organized efforts.

I have tried

too to high-light the tasks that face us both today and tomorrow.
History has shown us that little is effectively achieved under the
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cloak of apaltiiy, Lel£ us "tliQii "bonighifc,, on "tliis iilie. llSitbi Annivexsaiy
of the attaxnmenlt of the firstr eighil'-houl working day, re-dedicalte
ourselves to the cause of the working class, using the same resolve,
tiLc same singleness of purpose as dM the Pioneers of whom we are
so justly proud and rightly honour,

.

Ladies and Gentlemen, would you now charge your glassea, rise.

wiitiL me and honour the toast 'THE DAY WE CELEBRATE'.
LABOR DAY 1.974

History was made in regard to the. Victorian Labor DayCelebrations when a successful Folk Song Concert was held at the
Flelboipne Trades Hall Council Chamber and consisted of Labor Themes...
A nominal admission charge resulted in over two hundred people
being in attendance.

Enthusiasti-c Supporters were, appreciative of the work of
■tthe contributing artists, and witnessed an up to date and excellent
performance.

It all began on a suggestion that the day set aside, for. the

henievement of the 'Eight hour Day' was rapidly becoming known as
'Moomba Day' and consequently there was a need for the revivai of
Labor's own Day,

A Group of Folk Singers led by Shirly Jacobs got toge.ther

and Eiada itlic a3n?angeiiiGn"tis fcv v/tiait pnoved "to be cxcellGnlj en"fec2r"feaijo»

pient as well as the recognition of the Workers Victory of 1856,

when the shorter working day was secured by the stonemasons and other

building workers,

V 4, the, Artrs-tts
Originally
-^e concert
was to have
at another
Hall
but
decided
that a better
and abeen
moreheld
appropriate
venue
would be at -the Melbourne Trades Hall itself which was readily
made available for the purpose, with the result a high peak of
interest was displayed.

Margaret Roadknight, Shirly Jacobs' and many other well

known singers provided "tihe drive to make, it go with a swing, as
well as revi-ving -the

spirit of the pioneers and Labor of earlier

times.

Songs like 'Solidarity For Ever', 'The Red Flag' roused
•fthe audience, to join in.

Can we expeo-t Bettor and Bigger programmes for the Future
celebrations of LABOR DAY.
H..PAYNE
SLAVES

They are slaves who fear to speak
For the fallen and tlio weak

They are slaveis who will not choose
Hatred, scoffing or abuse
Rather than in silence shrink

From the truth they needs must th-fi-nir
They are slaves who dare not be

In the right with tvo or three.

ANONYMOUS.

S. MERRIFIELD, 81 Wavcrley Street. Moonee Ponds.

50^
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[EHE ABORIGINES OE WESTERN AUSGIRALIA
ONE
HUNDRED AND PIETY YEARS OP DEGRADATION AND EXPLOITATION,

Address Dy Jack Morrison to the Australian Society for ithe
Study of- labour History, Melbourne, 16th October, 1975*
Dear Prtends,

In treating of a subgect of sueh importance in one
address one is conscious of the limitation of time and the vaatness

of the subject! for the story of the 150 years of white rule in
relation to the Aborigines of Western Australia parallels the story
of the treatment, of the whole population of these indigenous people

throughout the whole continent over 200 years of white settlement
in Australia, And to this date we have acquired a quite consider
able amount of data in the form of scientific papers and books, as

well as books by lay writers on the subgect.
Some idea of the effect of these ZOO years of white dominat

ion may be gauged from figures of population estimates from 1788
to the present time.

In 1788 the Aborigine population was estimated at 300,000,
In 1921 the estimate gave, the population at 58,867;a fall
of almost a quarter of a million in a little over 125 years I

By 1954 the Aborigine population had fallen to 26,363, a
decline by 22,500 in 33 years.

In 1966 the Aborigine population rose to 46,356:, It is
interesting to note that this figure was reached by 6,000 in the

previous 5 year period.

The conclusion to this rise in population

figures is because of wage increases for Aboriginal stock workers,
better housing and improvement in medical care
but as yet
reaching only a part of the total Aborigine population.
On a recent visit to the Strelley Nomadic Co-operative

Group near Port Hedland, W.A., Don McLeod estimates that of the
500 men, women and children at this settlement, half would not have
survived had they been left, to the fate of living as fringe-dwellers
around the towns of the north west.

With hindsight one can say that the fate of the Australian

Aborigine was sealed from the very first sighting of these people
by Europeans, The Dutch explorer Pelsart in 1629 described them as
being sub-human,

Dampier, 1688, reported:

',,., setting aside their human shape they differ little

from apes. Their eyelids are always half-closed to keep the flies
out of their eyes .... Prom infancy being thus annoyed by these

insects they do never open their eyes as other people and therefore
they cannot see far .... They all of them were of the most
idnpleasant look and the worst features of any people I ever, saw and
X have seen a great variety of savages

'

•

But Pather Matthew Gibney, a young Irish priest who came to

W.A, in 1863, was stirred by what ho saw at Roebourne when he went
to that town in 1878
native prisoners chained together by the

i
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neck; as tliey worked in "blietering heait on buildings and roads.
He was appalled at men joking how an absconder would be found dead

in a dry creek still in chains,

laier to become Bishop Gibney he

became the scourge of government and church leaders alike and did

much to awaken public opinion to the plight of the natives.

But:

more of the Bishop anon.

After the first quarter century of white settlement in the
south west corner of ¥.A, most easily acquired available grazing
land had been taken up, and settlers and the Home Office in London
set out to discover land suitable for settlement and grazing in
the central north and north west areas od the Colony,

In 1846 Augustus Gregory, later to become one; of our most
courageous and proiioient explorers, made his first expedition.
Again in 1848, and in 1852. he led Government-financed expeditions
farther into the. north west and from that time- begins the
horrifying chapters of the history of white, squatter exploitation
of the Aborigine and all that followed in its wake
degredation,
disease, and consequent genocide, the latter often and right until
our day positively deliberate.
It is not clear from our history just when Asian pearl
traders came to the north west shores; but in 1868 10 European

boats were operating at Nichol Bay and in that year shipped away
£6,000 worth of mother-of-pearl. Soon pearl traders from Malaya,
the Celebes, China and Java were operating, and companies owning
many luggers were exploiting not only the off-shore pearl beds,
but were now equiped to operate as far as the Monte Bello
Islands and the Buccaneer Archipelago. Most traders were utterly
unscrupulous in the exploitation of native- men and women,

Mary Durack, in her book on the history of Roman Catholic

Missions in the north west, 'THE ROCK AND THE SAND' (p,12)
writes that traders became skilled in luring natives on to their

boats and using them as divers. Women and men were used diving
for hours naked, and instances of women in later stages of
pregnancy were noted by Eather Gibney, and those who became
exhausted and clung too long to the side of the boat had their

hands crushed by heavy tools. As the price of shell increased so
did the traffic in native, crews. Miss Durack continues. The
greed of master pearlers knew no Inunda and whereas before,
exploiting pearl beds far from shore only occasionally boats and
lives were lost, their greed prompted the masters in 1871 to.
take a risk on the later arrival of the monsoon.

The sudden

arrival of a 'cockeye bob' caught the fleet resulting in the loss
of 22 boats and all but a handful of their crews, mostly

Aboriginal,

Natives with damaged lungs, often sick with scurvy

and veneral disease were cast off to fend for themselves along

the coast, and stories of cruel abuse began to spread abroad,
\/hile this was the fate of those Aboriginals exploited

by pearl masters, the squatocracy carried out their own inhuman

exploitation; and because of hostility between these two groups of
exploiters, each charged the other with the rapine and genocide
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pracitiLeed "by boillL, In 1885 at. Cygnet Bay natives were said ta have
speared a pearl master and his son, A punitive; scpedition was seat

out^ from the white popiilation under the police. Officially 4
natives were shot 'resisting arrest'.

But word of mouth accounts

tell of all native men, women and children being rounded up of
those: living between Cy^et Bay and Swan Point; the women and
children were pushed aside and 10 adult males were lined up and shot,
Fat^r Gibiiey working in the north west for some years
continued his protests against atrocities and exploitation and for
government aid to establish missions within reserves to save the

wiping out of the natives by squatters and pearlers. One Minister
in the then Government of W.A, expressed himself thus:—
'We must not forget that the Australian native is of an
extremely low type. To suggest that he is not is futile.
He cannot be treated as a white man
in spite of the
fact that they live in dirt and squalor and inbreed and
have intercourse with whites, they always appear tc be

happy and in good health
1 cannot help thinking, ihat it
is not in their nature not to be unhappy at all —- eating,
smoking, etc, represent the apex of their emotions. However,
as Christians, as 1 suppose we all are, we must care for

these natives, whose country we have taken

' (For downright

smugness and hypocrisy those observations could hardly be
bettered 1
J.M.)
The role of the Church and mission establishments.

Before the colony had been established 50 years, Mary
Duraek observes:

'But when the settlement was only 50 years old it was

obvious t^t the south western tribespeople were on the way out,
the majority, not as a result of violence but from contact with,

siisknesaes against which they had no immunity and with a driving,
force that had changed the face and nature of the land,*

P,10,

So in 1884 Father Gihney persuaded a Scottish Priest
working in Queensland and who had had some experience, among
Aborigines, to come to W.A, and open missions in the north west.
In 1885 he set out overland to the west side, of King sound t®
establish a mission. Yet with all the goodwill in the world
and willing to suffer the most appalling physical hardships, and
the story of the several missions established over the next 5Q
years, the missions were hoimd to fail in saving the natives from

almost inevitable destruction. Even Father Gibney, later to be
appointed Bishop of W.A., lacked even the most elementary
knowledge of anthropology, and, like the whole religious communitie®
of the Colony saw in the Aborigine a poor benighted savage to be
harvested into God's vinyard, someone who if he was not already
possessed of a Chriatian soul had to he given an implant of one
and in due course to pass through the Pearly Gates into Heaven,
the just reward for a life; on earth ended after years of toil,
neglect and disease.

One outstanding Priest among the many men, and later women

Page
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One outstanding Priest among t]ie many men> and later
women> of two Roman Catholic religious orders,, who went out to do

missionary work, working very hard, living very austerely suffering
all the hardships of life in those parts as one can well imagine
them to have been, was Father Earnest Worms a member of a German

Order, The Pallotine Pious Society of Missions.

Father Worms was

a graduate of anthropology, an etlinologist and linguist. He was
appointed Parish Priest at Broome in 1931, and this short quotation
from an article he had published in 'Anthropos*, Vol. 41, 1952;
shows that he would have been a valuable person to have been giyen
an appointment to a Chair of Anthropology to one of our Universitiesrather than waste such talents* —^ in the desert air' of
medieval soul-saving;-

'The Missionary should first consider the strange and
wonderful history of mankind, the background from which he himself
has emerged and the many influences that shaped his own complex
culture
otherwise he talks strange, words against a wall. He
will commit many grave mistakes and will not only destroy their
confidence but will offend the people and he will therefore work
in a vacuum.'

'Every faint candle, of his research will reflect the

nobility of the human creature wherever he is found, the unity of
the human race with its immense intellectual co-pacity and points
of contact, its slow persevering progress in the face: of great
difficulties.

Ali science must come to reverence the universal

natural law of the Maker before which the student bends in deeper
homage with every new discovery,'
'Father Worms' scientific mind enabled him to become very
close to the natives and was privy to their most sacred ceremonies.
This contrasted strongly to all but a handful of Catholic
Missionaries whose whole training and outlook was confined to the

'bringing the native into the arms of the Christian God', a concept
that he did not understand and which was completely at variance
to his own concept of his being and which was embodied in the
'patterns of myths, songs and ceremonies
'
While it must be admitted that to some degree the Catholic
Missions and later certain Protestant Missions acted as a buffer

against what I regard as the almost utter extinction of the race,
on the whole these Missions and those, who set them up were,, and
are, part, of the establishment. The Missions provided the.
systematic breaking down of the old culture bringing confusion
and frustration in making the acceptance of Christianity the priae

of handouts of cast-off clothing, a meagre ration of flour, t^
and sugar and foul smelling twist tobacco.
The education on Missions where this was carried out was

in the English language; and the first translation from one of the
many languages of the Australian Aborigines was the translation
of the Lord's Prayer and other parts of the bible and the
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tiranslations of hyims from -tHie Pjintjara aU Ernabella Mission in the
Peieniian Ranges in the. Centre,

It was because of Father V/orms' apparently deeper interest,
in seience than in theology that led him to the conolusijon that

the only way to study one of the most remarkable races of mankind,
the Australian Aborigine, was to leam his language and to leam of

his history from his rich birthright of myths, legends made by the
songmen and passed on through sacred ceremony, and ceremonial
dances in which the whole tribe would take part. In this he has
the support of other anthropologists.

In regard to the matter of the Australian nati"9^es* langiiage:
It should be noted that the early explorers found that rather than

the. language of the Aborigine being universally understood throughfout the whole continent,, with but minor dialectic differences of a

regional character, that natives taken on expeditions that embraced
wide regions of the country, and the police who recruited meu as

: 'Black Trackers' (la.ter amended to native police) that these men
no more understood the language of. to them 'strange country' than
the whites who employed them. Miss Mary Durack writes on this
matter:

'Their languages had continued to branch and diversify
through countless generations. Many differed radically and eachhad its own distinctive and well evolved grammatical form

•

Referring to the work of Father Worms, Miss Durack
wx'iL.'bGS I

'It had not taken him long to discover how few of the

mission-educated natives, for all their outward conformity to
Christian teaching, had actually abandoned their native beliefs
and practices
He saw the Aboriginal's belief in his 'dreaming'
as a flame of spiritual vitality that once extinguished could not

he rekindled from another source. He eschewed any evangelistic
tendency to destroy or devaluate the faith quality of tribal law,'
Native labour. In a paper presented to the W.A, Historical
Society -— Journal & Proceedings - 111 I,T. Birtwhistle quoted
C. W. Coppin and H, W. Baker. p,40:-

'The natives were the white

settlers best friends, they shepherded sheep, fenced paddocks,
did all the shearing for 30 or 40 years. At the DeGrey in
time,; wrote one of them., there were 400 natives. They sheared
be.'^een 50,000 and 60,000 sheep ee.ch year and scoured all the wool,'
But such praise came seldom.

Exploitation was relentless

both by squatters and Pearling masters, leading to resentment
by natives that was ruthlessly suppressed by armed action both
officially by police and punitive forays by squatters and white
workers,

A recent ABV 2 documentary showed interviews with, middle^

aged native men and women in northern Australia who were witnesses

to wholesale massacre of men and women who saw their parents and
tribal members massacred. With civilisation came its degradation
and diseases, Mrs. Daisy Bates, in her book, 'THE PASSING OF THE
ABORIGINE', describes the fate of natives of no further use to

either pearlers or squatters, being rounded up, torn from their
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■fcEi-l)al folk and dumped on two barren islands,. Dorr© cind Berniier,
out: bayond Shark Bay,, near Carnarvon: —

'Dorr© and Bemier Island's, there is not, in alk my sad
s®joum among the last sad people of the primitive Australian race,
a memory one'—half so tragic or so harrowing, or a name that conjures
up such a deplorable picture of misery and horror unalleviated, as
these two grim and barren islands off the West Australian coast tiiat

for a period, mercifully brief, were, the tombs of the living dead.
Diseased natives were gathered in, regardless of tribe and custom
and country and relationship, they were herded together, the women on
Dorr© and men on Bemier.'

Mrs, Bates describes their terror, coming as they did from,
areas hundreds of thousands of square miles, and not ever having
seen the sea lived and died in terror of it. She heads this chapter
of her book, 'lEhe Islands of the Dead,'

It was on the recommendation

of a Dr. Roth, an anthropologist from Queensland, that all natives

suffering any disease should be isolated for treatment — that is all
natives from the whole of the north west. With all its limitations

I"would recommend Mrs, Daisy Bates' book to all those who have not
read it,

.

Today the whiteman's d^ses and alcohol, ignorance of the

proper use and preparation of modern foodstuffs, iinhygenic living
conditions, boredom brought about by enforced idleness take such a
toll of health that the Aborigine's life expectancy is well below
the level of the white population; while infantile mortality varies
from, four to ten times the mortality rate, among white infants.
Conclusion.

It is heartening to know that today the Aborigines
have lifted themselves to the stage of coping with their own
problems. Yet there is much for them to do and they need our help,
not as do-gooders but truly as fighters demanding that their

citizenship rights be honoured;

that land rights be granted to them;

tha't grants of money be given into their own hands to enable them
to use their land and to establish industries outside of the
degrading commercialisation of their culture,
I believe that Mr. Don McLeod has the answer to how all

this can be achieved. Near Port Hedland, the Strelley Nomadic Co
operative has purchased a fine property on leasehold terms, ThirtySix miles from the town the property is of approx, 200,000 acres.
The population is 500, including 134 Children of school age for
whom there is no schooling. There are 13 young people who get no
unemployed social service payment. Those elegible get aged or
invalid pensions.
The group has 3,400 sheep which are shorn and the wool
classed by the natives quite on their own,
A Foundation has been set up through Monaah University and
at a recent- meeting in Perth regularising the Foundation on a
W. A, basis.

Funds are needed and much work will have to be done

through all sorts of organisations to get the project of a village
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begun. Already seven sub-ar1tesian bores have been tapped, one yield
ing over 3,000 gallons per diem on test»

The sum of f80.,000 is already to hand and the breakr-down
is as follows:—

Fencing, etc,

$20,000

Ablution and toilet

Transport

blocks

25,000
10,000

Technical assistance

10,000

Total; $80,000,

Grants totalling hundreds of thousands of dollars are needed

to finance this project, as yet no finance has been received from
tha Government of W.A,

In 1896 the British Government passed an Act of Parliament
that: A fund should be established for the purpose of caring for the
Aborigines of Western Australia, and that this fund should be raised

by allocating 15^ of the revenue of the Colony annually. To date
tMs Act has not been implemented, although by now it could be easily
visualised that an amount of many millions of dollars are rirhtfully
the property of the natives of that State, and that these monies,
have been wrongfully withheld.
Some years ago Don McLeod appealed to the High Court to have

the. provision of this Act implemented.

The court rejected the plea,

even though that Act has not been invalidated by any British Govern

ment since that day. But McLeod and the Council of the Group have
not accepted defeat on this matter.

Recently a cable was sent to Her

Majesty, the Queen of England drawing attention of the British

Government to this disregard of its authority.
On the matter of education Don McLeod has strong ideas which
are a just reflection of what the Aborigines themselves want. For
instance, the. Governments of W.A. have said that the children from

the Strelley Settlement should be sent to the Hostel in Port Hedland

where accommodation is free and education available from primary to
high school. This would mean, as in many other places in Australia,
that the children would be separated from, their parents and their
own people with but infrequent opportunities to live among their
own during the acedemic year.
The fear is that the influence of tribal lore and customs

would be lost. With poor prospects of emplo3nnent on missions and
less labour now being used on cattle stations and prejudice against
employing high school leavers all over Australia, these boys and
girls are dumped on to a hostile world and quickly become, the victims
of enforced idleness,, leading to drunkenness, vices and an early
death from the diseases of civilised man,

1 firmly believe that such a settlement envisaged by McLeod
and the tribal elders of the 3 or 4 tribes making up the population
of 500, of their being given the money and technical assistance
needed to make this scheme, a going and successfiil one, is a project

that would become a pattern for similar self-governing, economical,
successful communities over the whole continent.
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P.P. OtAIlGRS.

The tailors h^re, although small in number, seemed to have
been as conacious of their needs and rights as the early tailors of
London who combined to the niunber of 7000 in 17L0 to increase wages

and to a great degree took the van in this form of workers activity.
Tailors apprentices were also forward in many early demonstrations
and it was against the tailors, the first Combination Act of 1720was specially aimed.
It was not until Dec, 1845, the first Grand Lodge of Operative
Tailors of England was formed and lasted a brief 6 months,

In August 1840, the Sydney Gasette reported a strike of jour

neymen tailors which had taken pla.ce. some weeks ago for 8/- per day
and advised 'We. would strongly advise the masters, if they possibly
can to starve them out of this independent spirit',

Upon signs of unrest here the Patriot (28/9/1840) cautioned
the tailors and others who combine against their masters, that the

provisions of the Master and Servants Act have been more stringently
used and- the N.S.W. Legislative Council Committee was of the opinion
that English Combination Acts ought to be extended here, A month
later it pointed out the first mentioned Act forbade servants leaving
work in breach of an agreement and where no agreement, a dispute

must await the decision of two Justices, The Patriot (19/10/1840)
reported that master tailors were, making as much on each suit as the.
wages of the jourrcyman working thereon.

Three years later an indication of the continuance of a
tailors combination is contained in a threatening letter to one of
the ciaft who offered to work at the lowest possible rate during the

depression period, 'We, the tailors of Melbourne have noticed your
advertisement of low prices and do not agree with it. If you intend
to make clothes at these prices or for less do not advertise it, for

if you do, beware of your head and your pocket. If you are a sensible
man take the hint in time' - Tailors Seven,

By Sept. 1845, tailors were feeling the eifects of severe
competition from haberdashery and mercers shops and therefore prop
osed to set up an emporium to sell ready made clothing by their
journeymen and threatened to black list any man working for a mercer
or haberdasher.

Talk of strikes and conspiracies were forgotten as

masters and men allied to keep the trade.

The Herald (16/12/1845 & 18/12/1845) reported the tailors had
nevertheless struck work and demanded 8d per hour in lieu of 6d and
said 'This is a very foolish step and when it is considered that the

present high price of wool and consequently cloth will not admit of

masters paying the claim', (This is still a familiar argument),
'One third of the price of a coat will go in making up wages,

arid high wages will bring an influx here from Sydney & V.D,L, who
will work for as low as Sid per hour.
The Masters were invited and attended a Dinner held by the

Association of Journeymen Tailors at the Farmers Arms on 2Q/4/1S46,
However trouble quickly fla.red and the four joumeymen of
Michael McNamara, master tailor - V/illiam Elliott, John King, John

Leary and Richard Walsh struck work when more thsin one apprentice
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was employed. They left in the morning bu.t returned in the afternoon
in time to non-snit an action in Court, by the master, said to be for
combination but probably for breach of agreements under the Master
and Servants Act.

However relationships worsened and for some weeks McNamara

advertised for labour and declared the Society was boycotting him,
to which the Society replied, 'he was telling untruths.. Had helped
to form the Society then sought to use it as a tool and now seeks to^
break it up. His men prefer to work for other masters where they get

civility instead of abuse', (P.P. Herald & Patriot of 4/5/1846),

The

Patriot, 4 days later, said one of the results of shortege of labour
was combinations. societies of various branches of trade are in

daily formation to raise the rate of wages to a ruinous height and
placing restrictions on employees.

Tailors were said to be able to earn 12/- per day, in an
earlier issue had said 6/6 after the 2d per hour increase had been
sought and on 7/5/1846 a further increase from 8d to l/- was decided
upon by the men who are declining to work for one employer (McNamara),
Shoemakers also following the example of tailors. If to continue
then the arrival of cut throats from V.D.L, will be greeted with
rapture.

To earn 12/- per day at 6d would involve 24 hours per day, if
at 8d per hour, still 16 hours. The 12/- stated waa apparently a wild
guess,

John Blair, Secretary of Journeymen Tailors Benefit Society

contradicted the report that l/- per hour was being claimed.
Needless to say the employers decided to oppose the rates
already declared to be idle rumour and were incensed when a letter

sent to the Journeymens Society was stated by 'Tradesman' (Patriot
11/5/1846) to have been torn up in contempt and he declared, 'it ia.
time unlawful proceedings of these should he crushed as will incite
other trades and we will have Trade Union follies of England reenacted here in worst character .

The Master Tailors Association claimed the men were 'organ

ising aggression by limiting hours from 8 a,m, to dark. This is
trenching across interests of industrious journeymen a.s well aa

masters and may seek l/- per day increased wages'•
The Herald thought 8d per hour was sufficient and suggested

the Crown Prosecutor may investigate.

This was obviously a threat

of criminal action.

The Patriot 1/6/1846 said, all masters except two had struck
agAiaat the men and were importing slop clothes as much as possible
and five had agreed not to employ members of the Tailors Society

and anyone seeking employment must accept the agreement of 22/9/1845
(i.e. 6d per hour, etc.) accepted by both parties at the time.
In the meantime McNamara had sailed for V.D.I, and returned

with six joiimeymen and declared twelve more were still to come.
He was greeted on the wharf by the strikers with round abuse
and these men were subsequently bound over by the Court to keep the

peace,

John Gould and John Wall, of the first 6 V.D.I, men to

arrive, absconded and upon arrest were bailed out by Gumey and Payne

•• •
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•leading charaG-ttens in the combination fraternity* but the first two
were subsequently gaoled for 3 months for breach of agreement.
During June, four dismissed men launched a co*-operati.ve store
and advertised daily for a month with their make up prices. After
another fortnight the combination moved into larger premises on the
Or, of Collins & Swanston Streets,, each man in rotation acted as
'boss' for the day,.

Nine months after the launching two of the original four plus,
two new partners were still in business. However within a few weeks
of the launching the press reported the venture had failed and the
men were seeking re-employment and had been repulsed by the masters,

Ehe 'Plerald' said the funds of the association were exhausted and
the members seceding.

The Article sleo hinted that S.A, journeymen were interested
in coming here at high wages, which were of coiirse being refused by.
the masters.

An interesting result of the increase in working journeymen
through importation from V.D.L. wa.s the great increase in master

tailors and competition.

The clajjns by the male journeymen also

stirred the juvenile females in dressmaking who struck work and

sought an increase from 6/- to 8/— per week plus an increase in^
their board (and lodging) rates.

'Alpha' writing in the P,P. Patriot wanted to know how long
members of the murderous mob (TaU.ors Society) were to be suffered,
•Son of a Snob* replied to 'Alpha' — 'employers have profited to;
great, degree but none passed to journeymen'
By October a settlement appeared to be within reach^ the
'Herald* saying - 'Combination worthies not satisfied to leave weli

alone and not strive for former unreasonable demands'.

The paper

did not mention the increased cost of living, rents alone had

increased 25% in three months to April,
The wheel turned and by 16/12/1847 'The Herald* denounced
the combination gentry among tailors in V,D,L, endeavouring to keep
up wages there.

The fracas between the Hibernians and Orangemen had brought
serious criticism and a petition was circulated seeking the
suppression of all secret and illegal societies in the P,P,District,

The P.P. Herald 5/2/1849 reported the journeymen tailors
meeting at the Bird in Hand tonight
Paper graciously says - *so
long as they abstain from illegal combination, and have real cause
of complaint they have a perfect right to assemble and endeavour to
improve their conditions',

Whether or not it was partly aimed at unregistered
workmens Benefit Societies is not kr.own but the Act passed by the
N.S.W, legislative Council was limited for three years and to
Party processions provoking disorder, etc, and later extended by

Act 13 Viet, No,10 to 31/12/1855. in the meantime Seperation
occurred.

.
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